MLA Format: English Literature
Professors Constantine and Stafford

Example of a work from your textbook:


Example of an article from print version of Contemporary Literary Criticism (CLC)

(Note: Substitute Short Story Index or Poetry Index for source as applicable)


In the above example “Pat Conroy” represents the author who is being researched.

Example of an article from Literature Resources from Gale database:


This example represents an article that appeared in the journal Studies in Contemporary Satire. Note the date the database was accessed is at the end of the citation and that the medium of publication is “web.”

Example from a weekly magazine, accessed from a library database:

Example from a journal, accessed from a library database:


Example of an author interview from the print version of CLC, or Short Story Criticism, or Poetry Index etc.


Example of an author interview accessed from Literature Resources from Gale database.


Example of an author interview accessed from a web page (no named author)